Probing the diamagnetic term in light-matter interaction
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Fig. 11.3 The results of a measurement of the vacuum Rabi splitting performed by the Caltech
group. Six different studies are shown, together with a comparison to theory (solid line). From [9]

at a photodetector and thus the transmission coefficient T (ωp ) can be measured.
The results for six cases in which one atom was present in the cavity are shown
in Fig. 11.3. Also shown as a solid line is the theoretical prediction based on the
steady state solution to the master equation. The asymmetry of the peaks is due to
the different Stark shifts for the Zeeman sub-levels of the excited state and optical
pumping.
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Q: what is the most appropriate value of D?
Relevant for the Ultrastrong Coupling Regime

enables the Dicke Phase Transition
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No-go theorem for superradiant quantum phase
transitions in cavity QED and counter-example
in circuit QED
Pierre Nataf1 & Cristiano Ciuti1

In cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED), the interaction between an atomic transition and
the cavity field is measured by the vacuum Rabi frequency 70. The analogous term ‘circuit
QED’ has been introduced for Josephson junctions, because superconducting circuits behave
as artificial atoms coupled to the bosonic field of a resonator. In the regime with 70 comparable
with the two-level transition frequency, ‘superradiant’ quantum phase transitions for the cavity
vacuum have been predicted, for example, within the Dicke model. In this study, we prove that
if the time-independent light-matter Hamiltonian is considered, a superradiant quantum critical
point is forbidden for electric dipole atomic transitions because of the oscillator strength sum
rule. In circuit QED, the analogous of the electric dipole coupling is the capacitive coupling,
and such no-go property can be circumvented by Cooper pair boxes capacitively coupled to a
resonator, because of their peculiar Hilbert space topology and a violation of the corresponding
sum rule.
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We investigate the equilibrium behavior of a superconducting circuit QED system containing a large
number of artificial atoms. It is shown that the currently accepted standard description of circuit QED via an
effective model fails in an important aspect: it predicts the possibility of a superradiant phase transition, even
though a full microscopic treatment reveals that a no-go theorem for such phase transitions known from
cavity QED applies to circuit QED systems as well. We generalize the no-go theorem to the case of (artificial)
atoms with many energy levels and thus make it more applicable for realistic cavity or circuit QED systems.
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We generalize the Power-Zineau-Woolley transformation to obtain a canonical Hamiltonian of cavity
quantum electrodynamics for arbitrary geometry of boundaries. This Hamiltonian is free from the A-square
term and the instantaneous Coulomb interaction between distinct atoms. The single-mode models of cavity
QED (Dicke, Tavis-Cummings, Jaynes-Cummings) are justified by a term by term mapping to the
proposed microscopic Hamiltonian. As one straightforward consequence, the basis of no-go argumentations concerning the Dicke phase transition with atoms in electromagnetic fields dissolves.
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The fundamental description of the interaction of atomistic matter with the electromagnetic field in the Coulomb
gauge is known to suffer from the presence of an awkward
term containing the square of the vector potential. In most
of the practical cases, in the framework of a diluteness
assumption for the atoms, this term can be neglected and
the observable effects are ultimately accounted for in terms
of a simplified model, such as the Jaynes-Cummings one.
In typical quantum optical systems, such a phenomenological approach with properly adjusted parameters usually

All our vector fields are, thus, defined on a generic
(possibly even multiply connected) domain D in the
three-dimensional real space bounded by (possibly several
disjunct) sufficiently smooth surfaces ∂D, which consist of
a perfect conductor. Overall, D is assumed to be bounded.
Consider an arbitrary number of point charges coupled to
the electromagnetic field confined into D. In the Coulomb
(minimal-coupling) gauge, defined by
∇ · A ¼ 0;

(1)

Our proposal
Estimate D with an experiment!
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… because the theory is too difficult!

Research question (1)

How much information about D
is contained in the ground state?

Quantum Cramer-Rao bound
Estimator

variance of
estimated D

, N measurements

Quantum Fisher info

Quantum Fisher Information (QFI)

(ignore if unfamiliar with notation)

Experimentally
relevant regime

“error bar”:

H(D) = fundamental, measurement-independent quantity
How much information can we access via feasible measurements?
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Near-optimality of Homodyne detection
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How to access the cavity field?
Non adiabatic switch-off of light matter interactions
system initially
in coupled
ground state

measurement

sudden switch - off
of the coupling

relaxation to the
empty cavity
ground state

Experimentally feasible!
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LETTERS
Sub-cycle switch-on of ultrastrong light–matter
interaction

Conclusions
Our main message:
The A2 term debate could be settled experimentally

D-meter

We quantified how much information on D is encoded in the ground state
of the Dicke model (via Quantum Fisher Information)
Homodyne detection is nearly optimal in relevant parameter regimes
The cavity field can be accessed via non-adiabatic switch-off of interactions

Thanks for your attention!
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